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2. I. ~IOC&? 

sm?:kt,?Y -A 

Profile averege su~x5?ace tem;qerature at midspan and overall coolant 

pressure drop have been measured previous.Ly in a tunnel examination of a 

particular air-cooled turbine nozzle section. In this Xemorandum values 

estimated usinb m a procedure based on that described in Reference ? are 

compared with those test results. 

The agreement in the comIarison is fairly good except for the 

effect of the gasjcoolur~t temperature ratio. It is suspected that the 

internal heat transfer equation as adopted in Iieference 1 is not applic- 

able at the low Reynolds numbers of the coolant flows in this case. 
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1 . CJ Introduction -"UI_---.* 

In Reference 1 a method of estimating average surface temperatures 
and coolant gressl 3x-e dxv3s in ai;--cooled turbine blading is described. 
This method is applicable to internally spanwise-ventilated blading sub- 
jected to uniforli gas con$itions. 

A cascade tunnel installed at this E;stablishment provides a satis- 
factory system for testing cooled blaiies cf a resrescntative turbine nozzle 
profilc2, It has been used for cooling stLlc,i.es on a variety of blades, 
and the test results of one particular internally air-cooled blade are 
here compared with predictions based on the method given in Reference I, 

The test results arc abstracted from Reference 3; they are those 
of the ';iig,@. eXIrusi.on -Yrocile ~,.1&3ljlj in the tip-shroudeii mo&e of 
operation. Tllis mode v,cs selected as a. 62s tribution of the coolant kich 
in unaffected by static Lzes,, ~-7ri-e varj.Ttion across the tip of the blade is 
a3 assumption u&Licit in the estimatin;j procedure. The comparison is 
limited to perimeter-average swface teqeratures at midspan oniy, and to 
overall coolant I;rezsvre *Op. 

2. 0 Scope of the iiwest -_I _ - -- --_--- - -- 

In 1;wL4ng the COlll~ i-i --‘yrison bc-&ee,l estimated and test results it is 
preferable to mo&.fy tile sj.l;?-)le calculation outlined in Reference 1 to 
suit the tunnel conditions~ rathe:, than to correct the test results for 
certain effects not inoorroratod into the original estimating procekre. 
To this end the calcul,ations incor?ora';e modifying factors, based on tun- 
no1 measuremnts, to introduce tl- ie effects of radiation exchange between 
the test blade and i-k su-roxnc~s azd of discrc~ancies between blade 
avorqo sur.fdce tem-e;-ature and mean temperature around the cooling dUCt 

perimeter;;. 

To iqrove upon the accuracy of the basic calcuLation, the external 
hest tlbansfer coefficient measured in Reference 2 v<as -7lbstituteCi for that 
embodied in tne ,:roce&:;re of Re'_'i;rence I. Smaller uha: ves were also made 
in substituting actual 1 blade &i..ensions Yor some re;~resentative values 
assumeci in the original. 

01: bi *Gca.l. mweasuremont of the coolant channel areas and jq+:leters was 
of uncertain accuracy because of the &ifi'iculty in preparing a peqendicu- 
lar cross- section without j'.l:rs or cilaijfers. Projection methods were 
unsuitable &cause of a sli&t variation in tnc hole gcomctry along the 
length oi' tjle section. &cordin& the area and perimeter of a single 
passage, equivalent in isolhe:mal incompressible flow to the eleven chan- 
no1Ls 8as dedxed from a series of hydraulic tests. 

As beforej, Cj.0'1 on the relative tem3erature scale was regarded as 
-0eii-g a sippifksi.nt CLifClerexe (or error>. 
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The cool23t inlet temj3erature, TcIJ xas assumec? constail% at 300°R. 

Reference 3 COIItXi-ilS ins;section dinensions fYo~1 the tu;?;iel, with 
the test b!_ade in ;ylsition. Ccr~~ain i.-.inor discre~3ncies from the dssign 
were revealed, but these have been ncglcctcd here. Y?E desip values 
incor$ToL*s-ixd i:lCo the cal.cuJ.ation cz1'c as ~'oU.ows: - 

CllOYc;. , c = O.li36 ft 

pitcll s = 0.122 2-k 

Sy;all id, = c. 171; f t 
. . . 1nc iclenc e = 0 0 

blade in1ct angle = 0" 

CoS-1 O/'&. -_ /r 0 - 02 

blade per5mcter sg = 0.41 ft 

~lELtr^OXTll SU~.hCL ELTC3. AR = 1.52 x IO" -rt" 

section lengkh +e = i3.4eGC ;t 

The actida position of the blade was similar to that cf the test 
blade used to obtain the external heat transfer cwT?icients2, so that 
these res;zits should i;c: applicable hero. 



Accepting the assumptions that:- 

(a) the effect of a skrp edged GiltI?>- may be interpreted as an 
effective increase in friction factor, f, represented by 
C-1 + Ce>- For the ;;:resent blade .geometry a value of Ce of 
0.06 VI~G selected7 and assumed constant for turbulent flax. 
Variation in I;& value of C, has butt reia'iiuclg small 
ini'luence on the final determination of passage dimensions. 
For 1 aminar flov Cc XG.S assumed to be zerQ. 

04 the empirical friction factor, P, is:- 

in turbulent flow = Q. (Jyy -&--25 

in laminar flow = 16 x,-1 

(4 the velocity distribution factor, CL, is6:- 

in turbulent flow z 1 

in lminar flow = 0.5 

then the Fanning equation can be reWrittoi7 in terms of SC and & and the 
measured GC, Apt relation. 

Figure 1 gives the isothermal incompressible relation bctncen flow 
rate and pressure drop LS measured using v&er at, _ ". .L lqo" Frem this, three 
conditions were selected, two from the laminar and one ifrom the twzbulent 
regimes:- 

6-l in laminxr flow W c = 0.1 lb/&c, Apt = 32.5 lb/ft2 

(il) ii: laminar~ flow 17, = 0.2 lbi'sec, Apt = ELc lb/ft2 

(iii) in turoulent flow ‘UC = 1 lb/see, Apt = 1.55 x 1~ lb/ft2 

Substituting these vcilucs in the Panning equation yields:- 

(i) sc2 = I.o!+ x 19' k,3 - 1.59 x I@ A, 

(ii) SC' = l.j&.5 x 10' lb3 - 3.18 x IO" A, 

(iii) S,1'25 = 1.55i, x 10' J&3 - 2.50 x Id A, 

These three relations are plotted in Figwe 2. There are no unique values 
which satisfjj all three curves. yllis ri:ust be sttriuuted to slight errors 
in the ass:umed values for o, a& Cc in the Z3nning equation. The nearest 
cormon values were selected as:- 

JJi Z.? c 7.8 x IO--" f-t" 

SC = 0.515 ft 
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4.2.1 Correction for radiation exchange --I 

The tunnel walls and fixed blade surfaces were at temperatures 
differing from those meastu‘ed on the test blade surfaces: to simplify 
radiation c&culation this effect was simulated by stipulating an 
envelope around the test blade, at a distance of one pitch, whose inner 
wzfnce tem~3eratutx was uniform at some value J&-r. Thxi.s radiation effec- 
tive temperature may be deduced from the temperatures and geometry of the 
individual sttrround surfaces as follovrs:- 

. . . . . . . . . (W 

where fr P configuration factor between surround and test blade 

Y = distance between the origin of' surround and test blade 

% = surround temperature 

S = blade pitch 

Ag = Ls.Sg = profile surface area. 

The calculation was further simplified by neglecting radiation 
originating or insident at cone angles greater than 30°, measured from the 
perpendicular to the surface under consideration: furthermore all radia- 
tion within these conical limits was assumed to be of uniform intensity. 
Areas of influence, ag, on the surface of the test blade ;?ere then measured 
considering the s~rounds as emitters, and the distancesktwcen emitters 
and target centres \7ere assumed to be equal to the root mean square values 
OVC1 the surfaces. 

. . . . . . . . . (42) 

This effective temperature, which is plotted in Figure 5, was pro- 
duced from a survey of the neasured fixed blade surface temperatures and 
estimated tunnel wall surface temperatures over the test range. 

Positive external radiant heat exchange was regarded as supplementing 
the convective heat transfer coefficient. The total flow of heat into 
the blade then becomes:- 

hg A, (Tg - Tbm) + Ag . 2.803 x 90-I' (?F;," - Tbm4). . . . ... (13) 

If this is equated to hgr Ag (Tg - !$,m), it may be used to define a 
corrected value of heat transfer coefficient which can be introduced into 
the calculations in place of hg. 
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I 
77 

ha = hg 
2.803 x 10-l” [, Jqy4 - 

1 +------------- 

hi< iT, - cm) 

The parameter x may then be corrected:- 

. . . . . . . . . (15) 

. . . . . . ..* (16) 

When the radiati_o_ envelope temperatures of Figwe 5 are converted 

to the relative scale, hz - Tcl/Tg - T cI , using the relevant values of 

gas ef2ective temperature, they reduce to a unique relation with gas 
Revynolds nwriber. This line is given in Fi,we 7(a), where it may be com- 
pared with the first alqrosimxtion blade midspan surface temperatures. 
The radiation exchange at coolant flows a.01 ar:d 0.02 swves to reduce the 
convective heat txnsfer, prticularly at low gas and coolant flows. 
Over the u;qor half of the Reynolds number range radiation supplements gas 
to blade convection when 3 per cent coolant is passed through the ventila- 
ting system. 

4.2.2 Corraction for variable: cool% -- -------_I_ 
J)assaKc; wJ.1 tem;:era*~ 

The distribution of' tho ventilating ducts in this profile is such 
that the flow of heat into the core of the blade is restricted to some 
extent by tnc presence of the cooling Tassages, Consequently the core 
side surfaces of the cooling passages were at lower temsratures than the 
profile perimeter sides, during the tests. If it is ass-umed that the 
cooling heat transfer coefficient is everywhere uniform, then the heat 
flokng to the coolant per u;;it area of I. gassage surface would be propor- 
*' blonal to Tbc - Fcm from the core, and proportional to ?Pbm - Tcm from the 
blade outside surface. 

Pigun 6 (taken from Reference 4, Figure 17 (a)) gives the midspan 
core tem;:eraturcs over the test range; these were taken to be effective 
at the core side surfaces of the ventilating passages, vrhich area amounted 
to roughly one half of the totcal passage surface. The first a;s;!roxima- 
tion midspan cooiant temperatures provided the T,, term. 'The calculation 
was then corrected for this partial insulation effect by multiplying the 
average inside heat transfer coefficient by a modifying factor, qsc:- 

- 

hc i 
%c k =“$- (I + GC - Tcmjfj, _ y 

i cm . . . . . . . . . 
L 1 

(17) 
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i.e. ,- 
I -I -l 

'lsc = --- . . . (174 

,i* . . . . . . 09) 

. . . . . . ..* (a > 
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This is listed in Colwx~ 6 of laXe I. 



. 

In the former the relative temperatures are plotted against tem- 
perature ratio logarithmica.~.ly, forming o grouts of straight lines when con- 
sidered at constant coolant flow r,ztio or at constant Reynolds number. 
In both cases surface temTer.ature is proTortiona1 to positive power funs- 
tions of the tcm~erature ratio, the exponent increasing both with increas- 
ing coolant ratio and increasing Re-ynoids number. Within the range of 
the investigation the test results gave temperature ratio exponents 
between 0,364 and 0.254, Thereas within the same range the calculated 
effect vclries between C.022 and 0.07. 

By extrapolating the lines of i?i,7ure :i, plots of stlrface tempera- 
ture for unity temperature ratio may be obtained, Such a plot is 
presented in Figure 10. This discloses discrepancies between estimate 
and test in tJle relation between surface relative temperature and Reynolds 
number 
;*atiosj 

At low Reynolds numibers the two cases agree ;t all coolant 
but at higher Reynolds numbers the estimated v%lues are consider- 

ably higher than mcasu~ed. 

5, 2 Coolant pressure dr-op 

The estimated channel total Tressure drop (Column 8 of Table I) and 
overall pressure drop (Colurrn 9) <are compared with the measurad pressure 
&Fop in Fig-urc II, In general, the test results lie midway between the 
estlimated dross at outlet Reynolds number = 2 x I@, but at 4 x IO5 are 
nearer the cstirrated overall pressure drop. This could at first sight be 
ascribed to some velocity hcad recovery in the outlct manifold in tho 
e~32rimental. arrai2gemcnt. 

rll) , 
In I:'i,c;ure 12 the coolant pressure drops, (test and estimated over- 

253 plotted log;Lritkmically. The change in slope between the two 
modtis of floiv will be observed. A limit is drawn in on each coolant flow 
ratio group marking the points at which the coolant channel Reynolds 
number, calculated at esti.mLted midsuan conditions, hz~s the value 2,300, 

Also included in Figure 12 are lines at temperature ratio %/ 
*cl 

+ I. 

These ap$;- to the tutibulent flaw points only, and Trere obtained by 
extrapolation on a logarithmic $ot 03 pressure dro? versus temperature 
ratio (Yig~c qj). 

Over the range of Reynolds number within which the cooling flow is 
turbulent, the agreement between th c unity temperature ratio plots of 
estimated overall and measured pressure drop is fairly good: at a coolant 
flow ratio of G.G1 the estimatedline lies about 8 per cent below the test 

results; at "'& = 0.02 the estimate is some 4 to 5 per cent high and in 

the highest cool%t flow ~I-OLIJ~ the plots lie well within 1 per cent oi' 
each othrz. As many of the test readings in the 1 per cent coolant flow 
group of results were of very low magnitude, it is thought that the 
explanation of the ci yper ten t discrepancy between estimated and measured 
grcssurc drops lies w.thinthe bounds of probable experimental inaccuracy. 
l%e slopes of the plots also agree fairly well; here analytical inaccuracy 
could account for the small differences observed. 

Concerning the relation between pressure drop and temperature ratio, 
it will be observed ';haC Figure 13 displays some differences between the 
estimated and ;neasured results. The slope of the test results shows a 
strongor dependence upon coolant flow ratio, varying from -0.25 at 1 per 
cent flow to -0.48 at 3 per cent, wnereas the estimated variation is from 
-0.2y to -0.40 Withi the satW lj.mits. 
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6.0 Discussion 

The estimate of niidspan profile perimeter-me33 temperature is con- 
siderably different fYom the test results, ~nrtlcularly in the matter of 
temperature ratio effect. When the blade relative temperature is 
exj:ressed as a power function of tern-erature ratio the estimated exponents 
art' aF;,roximately one third of the values derived from the test results. 
The var-ious factors which could contribi;te to this discrepancy are:- 

(4 the viscosity-teqerature and conductivity-temperature 
relations assuzqcd in the design procedure, 

( b) the i<as/blade temperature ratio 
t ) 

TE/- 
'Ib/ 

effect introduced 

into the design proccdl-ze from Reference 2, 

(4 t 

77 
the coolant/blade temperature ratio '"/- \ 

a/ 
effect 

incorporated in the design procedure and derived from the 
rwork described in Reference !i-. 

There is some disagreement between dil'fcront authorities on the relation- 
ship in the temperature-dependcl:t physical. properties of air, particularly 
in the case of them&i co~~duc~-;vit 

8" The data collected in Reference 5 
yields , fQr exam@, viscosS.tj- K T .67, conductivity 0: T"'86; the values 
used in tht: estimating proced:,Ire were -Ihosc: given in the originall, which 
were viscosity CX Fca and conductivity K T3*77. A sim-ple analysis indi- 
cates that adoption of the Referirtce 3 data would increase the temperature 
ratio effect in the estimates by approxm-mataly L&Z per cent. 

The gas/bl,~di: tem,;erature r%xtio effect (b) was determLned experi- 
men-lally on this pzeticUlaz prol'iic2, and is considered accurate to 
7kthin t'l per cent, up to the value 2. 

The coolant/blade tern1 ei-aixre ratio effect (c) adopted in the 
estimating proc&lure sh~iiid properly be lia::.ted to coolant Reynolds 
nl-mbers greater t'oan jC;* : the bulk oi' the flows considered lie consider- 
aisly below this value, The data preoentcd in Reference 4 show 8 very 
much cnhanczed but irrcgLlar temFera+uze ratio efi'tict at these lower flows. 

An increase in the eYp0nen-t; of the Tc/po t crm on the coolant side 

obviously increases t;lle overall temperature ratio 1 Tg/ 
\ %I J 

effect. It 

is suspticted that this is probably the major cause of the discrepancies 

observed 0 &wcvcr, Cc adoption oi s variable exponent in the TC/s term 

considerably complicatas the estimzLt;inG procedure, an6 consequently has 

not bticn explored. 

'Glen -tenr,erature ratio effects =e taken out, the estimated mean 
temneratures ~6 much nearer the mzss;zred values, althou& still outside 
the . sl,gnii'icant dii'fcroncc over most of‘ the test range. The greats-st 
&jsCrir*2 +ncy is &!out 0. 05. The estimated mean temperatures are generally 
greater than measured; th\: discrepancy increases with gas outlet Reynolds 
nwrbcr but not with coolant flow rklo, suggesting that the external 
NUSS~~ number - Reynolds number relation used has over-eiaphaaiscd heat 
transfer coefficient- ,, at high Reynolds slumbers. This efI'ect may b2 
traced to the non-m;iform distribution of perimeter-average Xuaselt number 
along thti span of the test blade, predicted i_r? Reference 2. Local 
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discrepancies in the perimeter-average coefficient from the whole surface- 
average Wsselt number lF,-ore themselves Iroportional to Reynolds number. 
The midssan station was a location where the local values were generally 

. lOW, i"a.Lling to +6 per cent below the average value at high flows I-tith one 
particular selection of combustion system., As the midspan deficit from 
the surface average Nusselt number - Reynolds nmber relation was complex 
and as the heat transfer over tl le rest of the span enters into the deter- 
mination of the midspan surface tempratures by spanwise conduction and in 
the coolant temperature rise, the known effect was ignored and the calcu- 
lation carried out on the assumption that surface average values were 
adequately representative. 

The Mach rliur&cr of the cooling Plot near the outlet of the channels 
does not exceed 0.6, 
drop calculation 

5nd is generc?.!ly below (2.1~. The simplified pressure 

tc:st reslJits. 
gives values which nix in reasonable agreement with the 

W&n temperature ratio efZ"ects ;re eliminated the calcu- 
lated overall pressure drop, which includes channel outlet velocity head, 
E 'q-<-j f; s fairly well with the: kst results, 
t&~2~ature ratio effect i 

however, the variation in the 
s underestimated in the calculations: this is 

pro‘kbly ~1 reflection of the discrernncies in the midspan surface tempera- 
tU92 Comp;rison. 

7.9 Conclusions 

TWO additional Peaturos not included in the original have been 
added to the general desi,gn orocedurc given in Reference 1. 2. These 
are:- 

Cd radiation heat exchange between blade and surrounds, 

(b) the debasing GP the effectivc~~ecs 4 the ventilating system, 
to allow for the variation c;f tec:_;lcL3ature aro*und the cool- 
ing duct ptrimettrs. 

Khen the final ctllcula ted blade midspan average surface tcmpera- 
bees, Lki.ch included the Cbovc fext-aes and ~M.ch were also based on 
nctusl mmsuY2d values of ‘gas to blade htat transfer coefficients, 7;rere 
com:>ared with the test informtiltion, it appeared that:- 

(4 the predictions wcrc fairly accurate as far as Ekynolds 
numbers Cd. coolant I"loi~J affects were concern&, 

:T \ 
(b) the ten1pe.r;A:~~ij-e ratio j\ g/r, ' ef?ect mas underemphasised 

-1,, i 
in the estimating procedure, 

The latter discrepancy IT, amounted to the exponent in the l 
\ 

b/r;; 
) 

term being 
-Cl 

estimted at about one third of the v<alue indicated in the test results. 
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It is suspe~t$i that the major rcasonfor the discrepancy is the adoption 

of(  Tcm/i;b) l in the coolant heat transfer equation (Section &.l): it 

appears that at the values of coolant Reynolds number experienced here the 
exponent shoulti be considerably greater. It is also possible that there 
is a second contributing cause: the choice of temperature relationship 
for the air viscosity and conductivity is not commonly agreed, particularly 
in the latter case, and it may be that the values selected in the analysis 
in Reference I are not accurate. 

The comparison between measured and estimated coolant pressure drop 
shows good agreement except in the matter of temperature ratio effect. 
This is thought to be a reflection of the discrepancies in the surface 
temperature comparison. 
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TACLE I(a) 

Ckilculated performance 

Blade outlet i 
{a . . . . . . . ,. . ., . flhP.1 nn+ ' Cooling 

Nach 
“UC. rLu.i.l u 

-.-T.Y 
: passage 

&ynolds i 7:,Ltio : Reynolds 
number : number 

M2 : R2 

First approx. 
. . . . . . . . . 
Midspan i Midspan 

blade : cool. 
rel. 3731. 
tmp. : temp. 

523 

0.25 : 2.37 x 16 

O..i& j 3.04 

G-65 : 4.41 

6.85 . 5.89 

0.25 : -1.43 

0.45 1.85 

773 : 
. 0.65 ' 2.74 

. 0.85 : 3.94 

0.25 ! 1.04 

0.45 i 1.33 

023 
0.65 .i I.95 

0.65 : 3.12 

0.01 1.86 x IO5 0.717 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
(:. 01 
0.02 
0.03 

3.92 
6.05 
2.41 
5.05 
7.80 
3.53 
7.41 

II .I+1 
4.75 
9.97 

15.34 

: 0.557 
. 0.1456 

0.708 
0.543 
0.4-Q 

: 0.688 
. 0.522 

0.424 
0.688 
0.506 
0.1~08 

0.01 
O.G2 
0.03 
0. G-l 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 

0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 

1.20 
2.60 
4.11 

;I;; 
5.40 
2.37 
5.15 
8.11 
3.47 
7.52 

11.82 

0.89 
1.99 
3.16 
1.15 
2.56 
4.10 
1.75 
3.89 
6.21 
2.86 
6.38 

IO.19 

0.478 
0.330 
0.255 
0.451 
0.314 
0.241 
0.421 
0.288 
0.221 
c.393 
0.269 
0.204 

: 0.760 ; 0.512 
0.606 : 0.365 
0.507 0.286 

: 0.741 o.Lte4 
. 0.583 0.342 

0.433 0.265 
0.721 0.451 

. 0.561 0.315 
0.462 . 0.244 
0.704 0.420 
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FIG.5 

RADIATION ENVELOPE TEMPERATURE 
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